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Think of Bostonâ€™s North End and you willÂ envision a place filled withÂ great food. Italian

markets filled with strings of thick sausage, great wheels of cheese, bushels of seafood, slabs of

dark chocolate, and mounds of fresh fruits and vegetables line the streets. For generations, the

cooks of this Italian-American neighborhood have transformed these wonderful ingredients into

memorable meals. For more than 30 years, Marguerite DiMino Buonopane, one of the North

Endâ€™s most celebrated cooks, has shared her secrets to creating this culinary magic in your own

kitchen. Now she gathers more than 275 of her ownÂ mouthwatering recipes peppered with savory

colorÂ photos. The result isÂ a full-color, deluxe edition of a treasured cookbook classic.
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I received this book as a gift and have already made four different recipes to date (Bolognese

Sauce, Spaghetti Pie, Sausage Gravy for Polenta, and Polenta). Each dish was easy to make and

absolutely delicious! The instructions were clear and easy to follow.The book is made up of the

following chapters:- Antipasto, Salads, and Appetizers- Soups- Sauces and Gravies- Pasta- Pizza,

Calzone, Polenta, and Bread- Meat, Poultry, and Game- Fish and Shellfish- Vegetables- Pastries,

Cookies, and DessertsThe ingredients for the majority of the recipes are easy to find. There are a

few recipes (under 10) with exotic ingredients (such as Baccala, Periwinkles and Rabbit) out of the

collection of more than 275.The only negative I have for the book is that there are not many photos

of the finished dishes. I admit that I like to compare how my finished dish looks to the finished dish

of the author.This book is a welcome addition to my cookbook library. I definitely recommend this



book to others.

My husband has cooked numerous dishes from this book.His copy (4th edition) is well dog-eared

with a many food stained pages from all the cooking that has been done from this book. We have

the 4th & 5th editions and I bought him this 6th edition as he likes the cookbook so much.I have also

bought this cookbook for many people.

Went to school in the North End of Boston, I had to purchase this book. A lot of my "own" mother's

recipes are in this book. Simple recipes, great cooking, easy to follow...you can make them your

own with a little changing of some ingredients. Brings back many memories...Love the photos.

This is a truly authentic Italian cookbook with recipes as my Italian wife remembers them.

Unfortunately, since most of her family has passed away, the amount of information available like

old family recipes is limited. This book offers opportunities to cook like the family did.

The North End Italian Cookbook was highly recommended to me by a friend who happens to be

Italian!!! She has a very old edition! I ordered one for me and one for my daughter! Great recipes

and the majority of ingredients are easily purchased in any local grocery store.

Do not hesitate to buy this. It's the most fantastic Italian cookbook I've read in a long time. I've found

recipes here that seemed unique to my Grandmothers from Naples and Sicily - totally authentic and

never found in cookbooks before.Those of Italian heritage can relate to the vignettes included.THIS

IS A FABULOUS COOKBOOK!

The recipes in this cookbook are easy to follow for someone that is just learning how to cook from

scratch. (especially italian dishes) My daughters ask for dishes out of this cookbook for special

occasions etc. (I have an older version of this cookbook.) They are our family's favorite dishes. This

is a must buy for someone learning to cook traditonal italian dishes.Enjoy!

I absolutely love this book. Bought the previous edition when I was in the North End visiting family.

Thought this would be a great gift for someone else.
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